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Open-ended tasks …

Unstructured data.

Image credit: Watterson, B. (1985). Calvin and Hobbes.
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Open-ended tasks …

Different but justifiable answers.

Image credit: XKCD
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Open-ended tasks

world knowledge & reasoning .

Image credit: LeFunny.net
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Challenge is scalability.
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Difficulty with ML

• Open-ended tasks in text mining…

• Unstructured output

• Multiple answers based on context

• World knowledge and reasoning
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Anscombe’s Quartet
I II III IV

x y x y x y x y
10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58
8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76
13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71
9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84
11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47
14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04
6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25
4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50
12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56
7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91
5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89
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Property Value

Mean of x in each case 9 (exact)

Sample variance of x in each case 11 (exact)

Mean of y in each case 7.50 (to 2 decimal places)

Sample variance of y 4.122 or 4.127 (to 3 decimal places)

Correlation between x and y 0.816 (to 3 decimal places)

Linear regression y = 3.00 + 0.500x (to 2 and 3 decimal places, 
respectively)
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Outliers

Trends

Get answers to the questions you didn’t ask yet. 29
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Open-ended Tasks

Comment Analytics Future WorksVisual Analytics
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.
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Figure 4. On the left, we compare two movies, Toy Story (1995), in blue, and Scream (1996), in orange, according to the age, location and similarity
criteria for users. Some notable observations are while the former is liked all around the U.S. by any age groups the latter is mostly popular in the eastern
part and within a younger generation. On the right, we compare two users, a 19-year-old male student, in blue, and a 51-year-old male educator, in orange
according to the average, release date, and similarity criteria for movies. We observe that the older user tends to rate older films highly. In addition, his
average review tends to conform to the average ratings patterns of all users while the younger user seems to deviate from it.

relationship between words and business was the number of
occurrence of the words for particular business. The word
space contains words like ’fantastic’, ’good’, or ’bad’ for
restaurants and the frequencies at which certain words’ ap-
pear vary for different restaurants. The rationale is that users
can easily discover the patterns in the reviews of restaurants
using a set of such words. Both prototypes were built as
web-based JavaScript and SVG applications using the D3
visualization toolkit [7]. We use the VisDock2 library (also
JavaScript) for advanced cross-cutting interaction support for
selection, query management, and annotation. An interactive
demonstration of the MovieVis prototype can be seen at
http://vistalk.herokuapp.com/movievis/, and the YelpVis pro-
totype is available at http://vistalk.herokuapp.com/yelpvis/.

VIII. USAGE EXAMPLE

We give a usage scenario to explain how the Paral-
lelSpaces tool can help someone with forming an initial
hypothesis about the dataset. Let’s say a market researcher
uses MovieVis to study the preference data of two movies
Scream (1996) and Toy Story (1995). She selects these two
movies in the movie space using the search option provided
by MovieVis. This visualizes the preference data on the user
space with both axes set to similarity by default. MovieVis
provides a drop-down menu to set the axes in the user
space to one of the seven quantities: Similarity, Age, Job,
Location, Gender, Average Review, and Number of Reviews.
She selects “Location” as the X-axis in the user space to
display the users on a geographical map of United States.
Figure 4 shows the visualization after applying the settings
above to the user space. She observes from the contour

2https://github.com/VisDockHub/NewVisDock

plots in the user space that, while Scream is highly rated
by users on the East Coast, Toy Story is highly rated by
users all around the United States. Thus, she changes the Y-
axis to “Age” while leaving the X-axis to the default setting,
yielding the visualization in the bottom left of Figure 4. She
then observes that while Scream is highly rated by users of
age groups 15 to 30, Toy Story is highly rated by users of
all age groups.

IX. QUALITATIVE USER STUDY

The primary purpose of ParallelSpaces is to aid in gen-
erating initial hypotheses for weighted bivariate graphs. We
conducted a qualitative user study to evaluate whether the
system achieves this purpose.

A. Method

We recruited 11 (8 male, 3 female) paid participants to
use the MovieVis and YelpVis systems for 20 minutes each.
All participants were university students, and the average
age was 26, ranging from 20 to 34. Prior to using the
systems, participants were given 10 minutes of training
in using the tools. During the exploration (two sessions
of 20 minutes), they were encouraged to write comments
about their findings using an annotation feature embedded
in the tools. After completing the exploration sessions, the
users were asked to evaluate their experience in terms of
usefulness, enjoyability, and ease of use. We also collected
subjective free-form feedback (comments and notes) as well
as basic demographic and technical information about the
participants. A full user study session lasted approximately
one hour (10 minutes of training, two 20-minute sessions
for exploration, and 10 minutes for the post-test survey).

1443
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Figure 4. On the left, we compare two movies, Toy Story (1995), in blue, and Scream (1996), in orange, according to the age, location and similarity
criteria for users. Some notable observations are while the former is liked all around the U.S. by any age groups the latter is mostly popular in the eastern
part and within a younger generation. On the right, we compare two users, a 19-year-old male student, in blue, and a 51-year-old male educator, in orange
according to the average, release date, and similarity criteria for movies. We observe that the older user tends to rate older films highly. In addition, his
average review tends to conform to the average ratings patterns of all users while the younger user seems to deviate from it.
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Figure 4. On the left, we compare two movies, Toy Story (1995), in blue, and Scream (1996), in orange, according to the age, location and similarity
criteria for users. Some notable observations are while the former is liked all around the U.S. by any age groups the latter is mostly popular in the eastern
part and within a younger generation. On the right, we compare two users, a 19-year-old male student, in blue, and a 51-year-old male educator, in orange
according to the average, release date, and similarity criteria for movies. We observe that the older user tends to rate older films highly. In addition, his
average review tends to conform to the average ratings patterns of all users while the younger user seems to deviate from it.
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A Bad comment

Image Credit: Luis Loli from Flickr 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/luisloli/558346676/in/pool-1377281@N25/



A Bad comment

Image Credit: Wallpapers 
http://wallpaperswide.com/battle_of_geonosis-wallpapers.html
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Online and Uncivil? Patterns
and Determinants of Incivility in Newspaper
Website Comments
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Incivility in public discussions has received increasing attention from academic and popular
commentators in recent years. In an effort to better understand the nature and determi-
nants of such incivility, this study examined a 3-week census of articles and comments
posted to a local newspaper’s website—totaling more than 300 articles and 6,400 com-
ments. The results of the content analysis show that incivility occurs frequently and is asso-
ciated with key contextual factors, such as the topic of the article and the sources quoted
within the article. We also find that, contrary to popular perceptions, frequent commenters
are more civil than are infrequent commenters, and uncivil commenters are no less likely
than civil commenters to use evidence in support of their claims.

doi:10.1111/jcom.12104

Civility is a crucial principle of public life, one that speaks to “the fundamental tone
and practice of democracy” (Herbst, 2010, p. 3). Indeed, a commitment to civil
discourse—the free and respectful exchange of ideas—has been viewed as a demo-
cratic ideal from the ancient Athenian forums to the mediated political debates of
modern times (Papacharissi, 2004; Sapiro, 1999). This is not to say the ideal is always
realized. Public discourse has always had its share of incivility, and the current era is
no different in this respect. What is different now, however, is that the 21st century’s
vast, interactive media environment has created broader opportunities for public
debate, and that moments of incivility now spread more rapidly and widely than ever
before (Sobieraj & Berry, 2011). In this milieu, incivility has become a central concern
of citizens and scholars. For example, a 2010 survey found that more than 8 in 10
Americans viewed “the lack of civil or respectful discourse in our political system” as
a “somewhat serious” or “very serious” problem (Public Religion Research Institute,
2010). Across the United States, various organizations have been created in recent
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ABSTRACT 
We describe two experiments on whether individual 
thoughtful effort during online commenting is shaped by 
situational norms derived from the behavior of social others 
and the design of the environment, respectively. By 
measuring the length of participants’ comments on a news 
website, the time taken to write them, and the number of 
issue-relevant thoughts they contain, we demonstrate that 
participants conform to high vs. low norms of 
thoughtfulness manifested through either the apparent 
behavior of other users or through visual, textual and 
interactional design features conceptually associated with 
thoughtfulness. Theoretical and applied insights for 
designing online participatory environments are discussed.  

Author Keywords 
Online comments, user-generated content, thoughtfulness, 
social norms, environmental norms. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous.  

ACM General Terms 
Experimentation. 

INTRODUCTION 
A widespread form of public discourse is conducted 
through participation in online comments on shared media 
such as news stories and blog posts [25]. While such 
participation holds much potential for enabling a more 
participatory media culture [14] and fostering offline civic 
engagement [41], online comment spaces are often plagued 
by banality and thoughtlessness rather than edifying 
discussion. Improving participatory online behavior is thus 
a central concern for designers. 

While such regulation has traditionally been achieved 
through moderation systems [18], recent research has also 
focused on subjective perceptions that people form about 
their online social situations. Online contributions can be 
motivated, for example, by the individual’s perception of 
their level of participation relative to others [4] or their 
degree of identification with a social group [33]. In the 
physical world, interpersonal situations are rife with 
behavioral influences traceable to social norms, i.e., shared 
standards of expected behavior inferred from what others 
are doing [6]. Research also suggests that norms can be 
derived not only from other people but also from features of 
the immediate environment that are mentally associated 
with specific categories of social behavior [1, 15].  We 
suggest that online comment spaces present fundamentally 
social yet rather ambiguous situations that are likely to be 
subject to such normative influence.  

In two experimental studies, we explore whether thoughtful 
participation in online comment spaces can be induced via 
social norms. The first experiment shows that people tend 
to conform to standards of thoughtfulness in commenting 
behavior set by others. The second experiment 
demonstrates that a similar effect can be achieved by 
introducing design elements conceptually associated with 
thoughtfulness in an online comment space. We interpret 
these results in light of social psychological theories of how 
environmental and social cues influence perception and 
behavior in interpersonal situations, and discuss the 
implications of these findings for designers of participatory 
technologies.   

RELATED WORK 
We briefly review prior research to establish support for 
two related ideas that correspond to these two empirical 
studies. First, individuals in social settings often turn to 
normative indicators in the behavior of others to guide their 
own decisions and actions, particularly when the setting is 
ambiguous. Second, even when others are not present, 
social environments can possess features mentally 
associated with such standards of normative conduct. 
Whenever available, we also cite evidence that such effects 
can exert themselves in online settings as well as physical 
ones. 

 
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, 
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior 
specific permission and/or a fee. 
CHI 2011, May 7–12, 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
Copyright 2011 ACM  978-1-4503-0267-8/11/05....$10.00. 
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issue-relevant thoughts they contain, we demonstrate that 
participants conform to high vs. low norms of 
thoughtfulness manifested through either the apparent 
behavior of other users or through visual, textual and 
interactional design features conceptually associated with 
thoughtfulness. Theoretical and applied insights for 
designing online participatory environments are discussed.  

Author Keywords 
Online comments, user-generated content, thoughtfulness, 
social norms, environmental norms. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous.  

ACM General Terms 
Experimentation. 

INTRODUCTION 
A widespread form of public discourse is conducted 
through participation in online comments on shared media 
such as news stories and blog posts [25]. While such 
participation holds much potential for enabling a more 
participatory media culture [14] and fostering offline civic 
engagement [41], online comment spaces are often plagued 
by banality and thoughtlessness rather than edifying 
discussion. Improving participatory online behavior is thus 
a central concern for designers. 

While such regulation has traditionally been achieved 
through moderation systems [18], recent research has also 
focused on subjective perceptions that people form about 
their online social situations. Online contributions can be 
motivated, for example, by the individual’s perception of 
their level of participation relative to others [4] or their 
degree of identification with a social group [33]. In the 
physical world, interpersonal situations are rife with 
behavioral influences traceable to social norms, i.e., shared 
standards of expected behavior inferred from what others 
are doing [6]. Research also suggests that norms can be 
derived not only from other people but also from features of 
the immediate environment that are mentally associated 
with specific categories of social behavior [1, 15].  We 
suggest that online comment spaces present fundamentally 
social yet rather ambiguous situations that are likely to be 
subject to such normative influence.  

In two experimental studies, we explore whether thoughtful 
participation in online comment spaces can be induced via 
social norms. The first experiment shows that people tend 
to conform to standards of thoughtfulness in commenting 
behavior set by others. The second experiment 
demonstrates that a similar effect can be achieved by 
introducing design elements conceptually associated with 
thoughtfulness in an online comment space. We interpret 
these results in light of social psychological theories of how 
environmental and social cues influence perception and 
behavior in interpersonal situations, and discuss the 
implications of these findings for designers of participatory 
technologies.   

RELATED WORK 
We briefly review prior research to establish support for 
two related ideas that correspond to these two empirical 
studies. First, individuals in social settings often turn to 
normative indicators in the behavior of others to guide their 
own decisions and actions, particularly when the setting is 
ambiguous. Second, even when others are not present, 
social environments can possess features mentally 
associated with such standards of normative conduct. 
Whenever available, we also cite evidence that such effects 
can exert themselves in online settings as well as physical 
ones. 
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Abstract
We conducted two experiments to explore how moderation, response rate, and message
interactivity affected people’s intent to participate in a web-based online community. In
our first experiment, 62 participants observed either a moderated or an unmoderated
online community and answered questions about their intent to participate in the commu-
nity. The participants who viewed the moderated community reported significantly higher
intent to participate than participants who viewed the unmoderated community. In our
second experiment, 59 participants observed a different online community in which we
manipulated both the rate (in time) of posted comments and the interactivity of each com-
ment. We derived our manipulation of interactivity from Rafaeli’s (1988) definition of
interactivity as message contingency. Participants reported significantly greater intent to
participate in an online community featuring interactive messages, but only when response
rate was slow. These results indicate that both structural features of interfaces and content
features of interactions affect people’s intent to participate in online communities.

doi:10.1111/j.1083-6101.2006.00313.x

Introduction

Once the realm of the technically savvy, the Internet has become a practical com-
munication channel for people of all abilities. While many people use the Internet to
communicate with individuals through tools such as email and instant messaging,
others use it to communicate with larger groups by posting their ideas to blogs,
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is already 
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How can we select good comments? 



How can we select good comments?

(In a more scalable way) 



Wait!
What do you mean by 
good comments?



Methodology



PRECONDITION
personal validation

CORE
inward-facing validation

ANALYSIS
outward-facing validation

learn implementwinnow cast discover design deploy reflect write

Design Study Methodology: Reflections from the Trenches and the Stacks
Michael Sedlmair, Miriah Meyer, and Tamara Munzner
IEEE Trans. Visualization and Computer Graphics (Proc. InfoVis), 18(12): 2431-2440, 2012.
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Target User
Interviews

Bassey Etim, community manager at NYT
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1. Score comments 
with NLP criteria

Proposed process
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2. Interactive selection with         
Custom Ranked List and 
Overview visualization 

Proposed process
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Scoring criterias



üArticle Relevance
üConversational Relevance
üPersonal Experience
üLength of comments
üReadability of the comment
üRecommendation Score
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üUser Article Relevance
üUser Conversational Relevance
üUser Personal Experience
üUser Length of comments
üUser Readability of the comment
üUser Recommendation Score
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Results
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User history 
and 
Readability
are best 
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quality. 
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http://moderator.comment-iq.com/#/demo
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ID Organization
Field-experience

(in years)
Workflow

P1

Washington Post

10

Post-moderationP2 1

P3 4

P4
New York Times

4
Pre-moderation

P5 7

P6 Wall Street Journal 4 Post-moderation

P7 Baltimore Sun 7 Post-moderation
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“…shifting moderating to a reporting 

research job.”

Paraphrased from one moderator 
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•Flexibility is great 

•Comments are made by 
people!

•use-cases for readers
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Conclusion



What are good comments?

How can we select good comments? 



Visual analytics approach helps 
moderators find high-quality 

comments.

What is a high-quality comment depends 
on the journalistic context.



Visual analytics approach can help 
moderators find high-quality comments.

What is a high-quality comment depends 
on the journalistic context.



Time to upgrade our 
comments section
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Human
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Sensing mechanism

(e) ConceptVector[VAST’17](d) CommentIQ[CHI’16]

(c) Gatherplot(a)Parallelspaces[HICSS’16]
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Figure 4. On the left, we compare two movies, Toy Story (1995), in blue, and Scream (1996), in orange, according to the age, location and similarity
criteria for users. Some notable observations are while the former is liked all around the U.S. by any age groups the latter is mostly popular in the eastern
part and within a younger generation. On the right, we compare two users, a 19-year-old male student, in blue, and a 51-year-old male educator, in orange
according to the average, release date, and similarity criteria for movies. We observe that the older user tends to rate older films highly. In addition, his
average review tends to conform to the average ratings patterns of all users while the younger user seems to deviate from it.

relationship between words and business was the number of
occurrence of the words for particular business. The word
space contains words like ’fantastic’, ’good’, or ’bad’ for
restaurants and the frequencies at which certain words’ ap-
pear vary for different restaurants. The rationale is that users
can easily discover the patterns in the reviews of restaurants
using a set of such words. Both prototypes were built as
web-based JavaScript and SVG applications using the D3
visualization toolkit [7]. We use the VisDock2 library (also
JavaScript) for advanced cross-cutting interaction support for
selection, query management, and annotation. An interactive
demonstration of the MovieVis prototype can be seen at
http://vistalk.herokuapp.com/movievis/, and the YelpVis pro-
totype is available at http://vistalk.herokuapp.com/yelpvis/.

VIII. USAGE EXAMPLE

We give a usage scenario to explain how the Paral-
lelSpaces tool can help someone with forming an initial
hypothesis about the dataset. Let’s say a market researcher
uses MovieVis to study the preference data of two movies
Scream (1996) and Toy Story (1995). She selects these two
movies in the movie space using the search option provided
by MovieVis. This visualizes the preference data on the user
space with both axes set to similarity by default. MovieVis
provides a drop-down menu to set the axes in the user
space to one of the seven quantities: Similarity, Age, Job,
Location, Gender, Average Review, and Number of Reviews.
She selects “Location” as the X-axis in the user space to
display the users on a geographical map of United States.
Figure 4 shows the visualization after applying the settings
above to the user space. She observes from the contour

2https://github.com/VisDockHub/NewVisDock

plots in the user space that, while Scream is highly rated
by users on the East Coast, Toy Story is highly rated by
users all around the United States. Thus, she changes the Y-
axis to “Age” while leaving the X-axis to the default setting,
yielding the visualization in the bottom left of Figure 4. She
then observes that while Scream is highly rated by users of
age groups 15 to 30, Toy Story is highly rated by users of
all age groups.

IX. QUALITATIVE USER STUDY

The primary purpose of ParallelSpaces is to aid in gen-
erating initial hypotheses for weighted bivariate graphs. We
conducted a qualitative user study to evaluate whether the
system achieves this purpose.

A. Method

We recruited 11 (8 male, 3 female) paid participants to
use the MovieVis and YelpVis systems for 20 minutes each.
All participants were university students, and the average
age was 26, ranging from 20 to 34. Prior to using the
systems, participants were given 10 minutes of training
in using the tools. During the exploration (two sessions
of 20 minutes), they were encouraged to write comments
about their findings using an annotation feature embedded
in the tools. After completing the exploration sessions, the
users were asked to evaluate their experience in terms of
usefulness, enjoyability, and ease of use. We also collected
subjective free-form feedback (comments and notes) as well
as basic demographic and technical information about the
participants. A full user study session lasted approximately
one hour (10 minutes of training, two 20-minute sessions
for exploration, and 10 minutes for the post-test survey).
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ConceptVector

Park, Deokgun, et al. "ConceptVector: text visual analytics via interactive lexicon building using word 
embedding." IEEE transactions on visualization and computer graphics 24.1 (2018): 361-370.
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TEXT NUMBERS

Lexicon-based Text Mining

Positive = { good, great, happy, … }

Negative = {bad, worst, horrible, ... }

D1 “The movie was great. I was happy.”

D3 “The movie is horrible.”

D2 “The movie opens today.”
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TEXT NUMBERS

Lexicon-based Text Mining

Positive = { good, great, happy, … }

Negative = {bad, worst, horrible, ... }

D1 “The movie was great. I was happy.”

D3 “The movie is horrible.”

D2 “The movie opens today.”

Positive Negative

D1 2 0

D2 0 0

D3 0 1
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Tweets from Trump and Hillary during 2016 election
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flowered … bush … }
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False positive errors

Trump talked 3.31 times more about Plant than Hillary
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False positive errors

Trump talked 3.31 times more about Plant than Hillary

Polysemy 
bush – n . a low plant with many branches that arise from or near the ground.
Bush – n. Jeff Bush
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What if we don’t have the 
dictionary? 
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How to build Lexicon
word embedding

Frog 0.34 .7 0.67 0.9 …

Car 0.53 0.23 0.35 0.21 …

Pennington, Jeffrey, Richard Socher, and Christopher Manning. "Glove: Global vectors for word representation." Proceedings of the 2014 
conference on empirical methods in natural language processing (EMNLP). 2014.
Goldberg, Yoav, and Omer Levy. "word2vec Explained: deriving Mikolov et al.'s negative-sampling word-embedding method." arXiv
preprint arXiv:1402.3722 (2014).



How to build Lexicon
word embedding

Frog 

1. Frogs
2. Toad
3. Litoria
4. Leptodacitylidae
5. Rana
6. Lizard
7. eleutherodactylus

Nearest  Neighbor



How to build Lexicon
word embedding

Frog 

1. Frogs
2. Toad
3. Litoria
4. Leptodacitylidae
5. Rana
6. Lizard
7. eleutherodactylus

Nearest  Neighbor

Image from http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/tsnejs/wordvecs.html



Previous Work

Fast, E., Chen, B., & Bernstein, M. S. (2016, 

May). Empath: Understanding topic signals 

in large-scale text. In Proceedings of the 

2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 

Computing Systems (pp. 4647-4657). ACM.
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Sophisticated concept 
modeling

I am interest in “tidal 
flooding”, not “storm 

flooding.”

Irrelevant words 
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Sophisticated concept 
modeling

I am interest in “tidal 
flooding”, not “storm 

flooding.”

Irrelevant words 

Can I map the words 
continuously from 

“Democratic party” to 
“Republican party”?

Bipolar Conceps
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Sophisticated concept 
modeling

I am interest in “tidal 
flooding”, not “storm 

flooding.”

Irrelevant words 

Can I map the words 
continuously from 

“Democratic party” to 
“Republican party”?

Bipolar Conceps

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

using Gaussian Kernel 

where bandwidth represents selectivity of seed words

175



Cosine similarity for 
relevance score

Previous approach
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score

Positive Seed

Irrelevant Seed

Negative Seed
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score

Positive Seed

Irrelevant Seed

Negative Seed
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score

Positive Seed

!"

Irrelevant Seed

!#

!$ Negative Seed
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Cosine similarity for 
relevance score

Positive Seed

!"

Irrelevant Seed

!#

!$

%&'&()*+& = (1 − !$) 1 (!# − !")

Negative Seed
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Bipolar 
concepts
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D2: Integrated loop

Compute 
Word 

Embedding

Add/updat
e keywords

Recommend 
relevant 
words

Evaluate 
words

Compute 
document 

scores

Analyze 
documents

Refinement of seed words
Based on recommended words

Refinement of seed words
Based on document analysis

D3: In-context

184



Document Analysis

185
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Ranking 
Comments
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Temporal Trend
188



Immigration

Immigration topic rise

Time

189



Comment Plot
190
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Take-away Message
• You can build custom dictionary for your own 

domain and analyze text. 

• Interactive refinement may improve quality of 
text analysis by reducing false positive errors.

Park, Deokgun, Seungyeon Kim, Jurim Lee, Jaegul Choo, Nicholas Diakopoulos, and 
Niklas Elmqvist. Conceptvector: Text visual analytics via interactive lexicon building 
using word. IEEE transactions on visualization and computer graphics (TVCG)
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AAAAANiklas Elmqvist
@NElmqvist

Nicholas Diakopoulos
@ndiakopoulos

Seungyeon Kim
sylund@gmail.com

Meet the Team

zzzzzDeokgun Park
@intuinno

AAAAAJaegul Choo
jchoo@korea.ac.kr

AAAAA
Jurim Lee

jurim0301@korea.a
c.kr
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Open-ended Tasks

Comments Analytics Future WorksVisual Analytics
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.
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Open-ended Tasks

Comment Analytics Future Works
Help comments 
moderation and interactive 
semantic analysis

Visual Analytics
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.
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Open-ended Tasks

Comment Analytics Future Works
Help comments 
moderation and interactive 
semantic analysis

Visual Analytics
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.
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Future work
Defending Digital Democracy
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Defending Democracy against organized 
attacks
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Defending Democracy against Organized attacks
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Defending Democracy against Organized attacks
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Defending Democracy against Organized attacks
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Defending Democracy against Organized attacks
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Defending Democracy against Organized attacks
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Organized Attacks

Who
• Korean Intelligence

• 3,500 man/year

• Army Intelligence
• 600 man/year

• Police
• 80,000 man/year

• Army
• 130 man/year

• Samsung
• 150 man/year

Where

• Facebook

• Twitters

• News Article Comments

• Internet Forum
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“A Carnegie Mellon scholar, Dov H. Levin, 
… 81 by the United States and 36 by the 
Soviet Union or Russia between 1946 and 
2000”

205

http://www.dovhlevin.com/
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0738894216661190


The battle ground
for Best comments

Best Comment Attack Pattern

206

Herd behavior



Visual Analytics Approach

Automated
System

Human

• Opinion Feedback

• Overview visualization
• Contents DB retrieval 
• User History

• Interactive Overview

• Unit Visualizations

• Collaboration by Sharing 

Contributions

Design Guidelines 

207



What if … 

208

(1) (2)
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Echo chamber & Filter bubbles
Image Credit: immediatefuture.co.uk



Echo chamber & Filter bubbles

210Image Credit: Wikipedia



211
Image Credit: Quartz



212

(Technologies such as social media) lets 

you go off with like-minded people, so 

you're not mixing and sharing and 

understanding other points of view ... 

It's super important. It's turned out to be 

more of a problem than I, or many others, 

would have expected.

- Bill Gates (2017)



What if … 

213All the people in US

You belong here. 
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Overview of opinions

removes difference



215

Overview of opinions

removes difference

acknowledge difference
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우리가"이상하다"고느끼는댓글종류
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한아이디가똑같은댓글을도배하나?
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한아이디가똑같은댓글을도배하나?
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한아이디가똑같은댓글을 도배하나?

완전히같은댓글, 다른두계정



완전똑같은댓글을
여러계정이쓰고있어요!
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다른아이디가똑같은댓글들을반복해달까?
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매일같이댓글쓰는사람?
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매일올리는댓글은어떤댓글일까?
• . � , 조금씩바뀐다



매일올리는댓글은어떤댓글일까?
• . � , 조금씩바뀐다



100% 일치말고,
조금"바꾸는" 경우는어떻게 찾죠?



예를들어...
90% 비슷한댓글?



누진세?  
누자세?

유사
도
92%

어느날, 페이스북에올라온 스크린샷



Open-ended Tasks

Visual Analytics
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.
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Open-ended Tasks

Visual Analytics Comment Analysis
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.

Help comments moderation 
and interactive semantic 
analysis
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Open-ended Tasks

Visual Analytics Comment Analysis Future Works
Scales up 
open-ended tasks.

Will protect digital 
democracy

Help comments moderation 
and interactive semantic 
analysis
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Thank you. 
Questions? 

Deokgun.park@uta.edu
Try:

commentiq.firebaseapp.com
conceptvector.org

Human
Computer
Interaction
Laboratory

mailto:Deokgun.park@uta.edu
https://commentiq.firebaseapp.com/
http://conceptvector.org/

